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ABSTRACT

Context. The Sun is an active star and the source of the largest explosions in the solar system, such as flares and coronal mass ejections
(CMEs). Flares and CMEs are powerful particle accelerators that can generate radio emission through various emission mechanisms.
Aims. CMEs are often accompanied by Type IV radio bursts that are observed as continuum emission in dynamic spectra at deci-
metric and metric wavelengths, but their emission mechanism can vary from event to event. Here, we aim to determine the emission
mechanism of a complex Type IV burst that accompanied the flare and CME on 22 September 2011.
Methods. We used radio imaging from the Nançay Radioheliograph, spectroscopic data from the e-Callisto network, ARTEMIS,
Ondrejov, and Phoenix3 spectrometers combined with extreme-ultraviolet observations from NASA’s Solar Dynamic Observatory to
analyse the Type IV radio burst and determine its emission mechanism.
Results. We show that the emission mechanism of the Type IV radio burst changes over time. We identified two components in the
Type IV radio burst: an earlier stationary Type IV showing gyro-synchrotron behaviour, and a later moving Type IV burst covering the
same frequency band. This second component has a coherent emission mechanism. Fundamental plasma emission and the electron-
cyclotron maser emission are further investigated as possible emission mechanisms for the generation of the moving Type IV burst.
Conclusions. Type IV bursts are therefore complex radio bursts, where multiple emission mechanisms can contribute to the gener-
ation of the wide-band continuum observed in dynamic spectra. Imaging spectroscopy over a wide frequency band is necessary to
determine the emission mechanisms of Type IV bursts that are observed in dynamic spectra.
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1. Introduction

The Sun is the source of the most powerful explosions in the
solar system, such as flares and coronal mass ejections (CMEs).
These phenomena are often associated with accelerated electrons
that in turn generate radio emission through various emission
mechanisms.

CMEs generally erupt when twisted or sheared magnetic
fields in the corona become unstable. They are best observed in
white-light coronagraphs, such as the Large Angle and Spectro-
metric Coronagraph (LASCO; Brueckner et al. 1995) on board
the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO), which records
photospheric light scattered by coronal electrons. In white light,
CMEs usually consist of a bright core and a cavity surrounded by
a bright compression front. The cavity is believed to correspond
to an expanding flux rope (Chen et al. 1997; Aulanier et al.
2010) that is an integral part of a CME eruption (Vourlidas et al.
2013). CMEs can be powerful drivers of plasma shocks that
accelerate electrons to high energies. These electrons in turn
generate bursts of radiation at metre and decimetre wavelengths
through the plasma emission mechanism, such as Type II radio
bursts (Klassen et al. 2002) and herringbones (Roberts 1959;
Carley et al. 2013; Morosan et al. 2019). CMEs can also be
accompanied by continuum emission at decimetric and metric
wavelengths, so-called Type IV radio bursts, which can have

? Movie attached to Fig. 2 is available at https://www.aanda.org

either stationary or moving sources and various emission mech-
anisms (for a review, see Bastian et al. 1998).

Of particular interest are moving Type IV radio bursts,
which were first classified by Boischot (1957) as broadband
radio sources moving outwards from the Sun. First studies sug-
gested that moving Type IV bursts are emitted by synchrotron or
gyro-synchrotron emitting electrons that are trapped inside CME
loops (Boischot & Clavelier 1968; Dulk 1973). However, since
their discovery, a number of stationary Type IV radio sources
have been observed that are believed to be generated by the
plasma emission mechanism (Weiss 1963; Benz & Tarnstrom
1976), while some moving Type IV bursts have also been identi-
fied as plasma emission (Gary et al. 1985). Bastian et al. (2001)
were the first to report the existence of a radio CME, which
was observed as an ensemble of loop structures imaged by the
Nançay Radioheliograph. The loops extended to distances of up
to 3 R� at 164 MHz and were made visible at radio wavelengths
by synchrotron emitting electrons.

One of the key interests in radio observations of gyro-
synchrotron emission and moving Type IV bursts is that they
might provide a tool for estimating the magnetic field strengths
in CMEs (Gopalswamy & Kundu 1987; Bastian et al. 2001;
Maia et al. 2007; Bain et al. 2014; Carley et al. 2017). The mag-
netic field is a key parameter in CME eruption dynamics and its
subsequent geo-effectivity, but it has only rarely been measured.
A range of magnetic field strength values has been obtained from
moving Type IV observations, which generally vary with height in
the corona. For example, Maia et al. (2007) found magnetic field
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Fig. 1. Radio bursts associated with
the 22 September 2011 flare and
CME. Panel a: Type II and continuum
emission observed by the ARTEMIS
spectrograph at frequencies <200 MHz.
Panel b: Type IV bursts observed by the
e-CALLISTO BLEIEN dish at frequen-
cies 200–400 MHz and at frequencies
(>600 MHz). Panel c: microwave burst
observed by Ondrejov Spectrograph
(0.8–1 GHz) and Phoenix3 spectrometer
(1–2 GHz). Panel d: GOES X-ray light
curve of the X1.4 flare on 22 September
2011. The green dashed line denotes
the CME onset, which is defined as the
time when the CME expands beyond a
distance of 1.2 R�, and the purple line
denotes the peak time of the flare.

strength values of <1 G at 2 R�, while Tun & Vourlidas (2013)
estimated values of 5–15 G at 1.5 R�. Moving Type IV bursts do
not always accompany CMEs and are considered to be a rare phe-
nomenon because only 5% of the CMEs were accompanied by
moving Type IV bursts based on a spectroscopic study by Gergely
(1986). However, imaging of radio bursts during CMEs has not
been considered so far to determine the fraction of moving broad-
band sources associated with CMEs that may not be obvious in
dynamic spectra. It is also not yet clear what the CME character-
istics are that are linked to the generation of Type IV bursts, and
which emission mechanism is indeed responsible for this emis-
sion (Liu et al. 2018). The emission mechanism of Type IV bursts
seems to vary on a case-by-case basis.

In this paper, we present observations of the radio emission
associated with a CME on 22 September 2011 and show that the
accompanying Type IV radio burst shows two components with
different emission mechanisms. We also aim to determine possi-
ble emission mechanisms that might be responsible for the com-
plex Type IV emission observed. In Sect. 2 we give an overview
of the observations and data analysis techniques. In Sect. 3 we
present the results of the Type IV analysis, which are further dis-
cussed in Sect. 4.

2. Observations and data analysis

On 22 September 2011, an X1.4 class flare occurred on the
eastern limb of the visible solar disc, which was accompanied
by a fast CME. The flare and CME were associated with radio

emission at frequencies ranging from a few hundred kHz to tens
of GHz, observed by multiple instruments. The flare and CME
were accompanied by Type III radio bursts, a Type II radio burst
and continuum-like emission at frequencies <100 MHz, and a
broad continuum at higher frequencies (Fig. 1). The Type II
radio burst, observed by the ARTEMIS-IV Radiospectrograph in
Fig. 1a (Kontogeorgos et al. 2006), was associated with a CME-
driven shock and is discussed in Zucca et al. (2014). The contin-
uum emission, following the Type II burst in Fig. 1a, consisted
of multiple herringbones and was previously analysed by
Carley et al. (2013). Herringbone bursts represent electron beams
that are accelerated by a shock at the CME flank. The continuum
emission at frequencies >200 MHz is a Type IV radio burst.

The Type IV burst accompanying the CME at frequencies
between 200 and 400 MHz in Fig. 1b started at ∼10:40 UT
and lasted for ∼30 min. It was observed by some of the solar
radio spectrometers that are part of the e-CALLISTO network
(Benz et al. 2005, 2009a), in particular, by the 7 m dish in Bleien,
Switzerland (Fig. 1b). Another emission, which appears to be
separate from the Type IV emission between 200 and 400 MHz,
was observed at frequencies >600 MHz in Figs. 1b and c, start-
ing at ∼10:30 UT. The high-frequency part of this emission in
Fig. 1c was observed by the Ondrejov RT5 spectrograph, which
makes full-disc observations of the Sun in the 0.8–2 GHz range
(0.8–1 GHz in Fig. 1c), and by the Phoenix3 spectrometer in the
range 1–2 GHz (Benz et al. 2009b). At frequencies >1 GHz, a
microwave burst is present that is most likely associated with
emission from the active region.
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1e7 Fig. 2. Radio source locations observed
by NRH associated with the 22 Septem-
ber 2011 CME. The radio sources (filled
contours) are overlaid on AIA 211 Å
running-difference images. The radio
sources are shown from top to bottom at
three different frequencies of 228, 270,
and 327 MHz and from left to right at
three different times of 10:36, 10:44, and
10:52 UT. The sources in the middle
panels are very large. The movie accom-
panying this paper shows the full evolu-
tion in time of these radio sources.

In this paper, we focus mainly on the Type IV radio burst
at frequencies of 200–400 MHz because this burst was also
observedinradioimagesfromtheNançayRadioheliograph(NRH;
Kerdraon et al. 1997) at frequencies between 228 and 445 MHz
(Fig. 2). The radio sources in Fig. 2 are represented by filled con-
tours, overlaid on running-difference images in the 211 Å pass-
bandfromtheAtmosphericImagingAssembly(AIA;Lemen et al.
2012) on board the Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO).

The NRH flux density was computed to estimate the bright-
ness of the observed Type IV burst and the degree of circular
polarization (Figs. 3a–c). The NRH flux was initially estimated
over the full solar disc for comparison with calibrated fluxes
from the Radio Solar Telescope Network (RSTN; Guidice 1979).
We used observations from the Sagamore Hill site of the RSTN
network. Sagamore Hill provided us with flux density measure-
ments of the Sun at frequencies of 240, 410, 1415, 2695, 4995,
8800, and 15 400 MHz (Fig. 3d). A daily background was sub-
tracted from all RSTN frequencies, so that the flux densities
observed are those associated with the flare.

3. Results

The Type IV radio burst started at ∼10:40 UT, before the flare
reached its peak in X-ray emission, and then continued for
∼30 min until the decay phase of the flare (Fig. 1). Images of the
Type IV radio burst show that it initially consisted of a fainter,
extended source with brightness temperatures of up to 5×107 K.
This extended source appears to cover the entire lateral extent
of the CME at frequencies >228 MHz (middle panels of Fig. 2).

The lateral extent of the CME is denoted by the bright and dark
features moving northwards and southwards in the AIA 211 Å
running-difference images. The bright front in the south in Fig. 2
was previously identified as a coronal wave accompanying the
CME by Carley et al. (2013). The CME has already expanded to
the higher corona during the onset of the Type IV burst. Later, the
Type IV burst appears to consist of a bright, compact source sit-
uated directly on top of the eruption site (right panels of Fig. 2).
The brightness temperature of this later source exceeds 108 K
at multiple frequencies above 228 MHz. The evolution of the
Type IV radio sources in time can also be seen in the movie
accompanying this paper.

The disc-integrated radio fluxes at NRH frequencies confirm
that there are two components: the flux densities are low between
10:40 and 10:46 UT (∼100 sfu, where 1 sfu = 10−22 W m2 Hz−1)
and less bursty (Fig. 3a). After 10:46 UT, the Type IV emission
becomes significantly brighter (∼600 sfu) and consists of bursty
components across NRH frequencies between 228 and 408 MHz
(Fig. 3a). The fainter emission between 10:40 and 10:46 UT is
unpolarised, while the brighter, bursty emission after 10:46 UT is
up to 80% circularly polarised (Figs. 3b and c). The two compo-
nents of the Type IV burst described above are split by a vertical
dashed line in Fig. 3. The first component might be related to the
burst observed at frequencies between 400 and 870 MHz after
10:40 UT in the dynamic spectrum in Figs. 1b and c because the
emission appears to continue from the lower (200–400 MHz) to
higher (400–870 MHz) frequencies. The second brighter compo-
nent appears to have no relation to the higher frequency emission
in Figs. 1b and c.
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Fig. 3. NRH flux densities at individ-
ual frequencies from 228 to 445 MHz for
Stokes I (panel a) and Stokes V (panel b)
components. Panel c: degree of circu-
lar polarisation (V/I) at three NRH fre-
quencies from 228 to 298 MHz. Panel d:
RSTN flux densities at individual fre-
quencies from 245 MHz to 15.4 GHz.
The vertical dashed line in each panel
separates the two components of the
Type IV burst.

The flux density spectrum of the Type IV burst at NRH
frequencies was computed at three different times (red dots in
Fig. 4) in order to determine the emission mechanism of the
burst. Flux densities were estimated by integrating over the
entire emission source observed on the eastern limb in Fig. 2. At
higher frequencies (>1 GHz), the flux densities were obtained
from the single-frequency RSTN observations at the specified
times (orange triangles in Fig. 4). The NRH flux densities show
comparable values to the lower frequency RSTN flux densities.
At RSTN frequencies, the shape of the spectrum at all three
times in Fig. 4 (orange triangles) resembles the shape of a gyro-
synchrotron spectrum (Stahli et al. 1989). In order to fill the
gap between NRH and RSTN frequencies, we used calibrated
Phoenix3 data at frequencies 1–2 GHz (for more details about
calibration, see Benz et al. 2009a). The Phoenix3 flux densities
at frequencies 1–2 GHz agree with the gyro-synchrotron spec-
trum of RSTN.

At 10:41:00 UT, the flux density increases with frequency
in the NRH frequency range (red circles in Fig. 4b), while at
10:49:00 UT, the flux density decreases with frequency in the
NRH frequency range >228 MHz (red circles in Fig. 4c). The
increase and decrease of flux with frequency has a power-
law behaviour. The NRH emission at 150 and 170 MHz was
excluded from this analysis because it is associated with the
coronal wave in the south that was analysed by Carley et al.
(2013). The different behaviours at two different times in the
NRH flux density spectra also confirm the existence of two sep-
arate components in the Type IV emission.

The NRH flux density spectrum was fitted with a power-law
function, where the spectral index α is defined as the slope of a
log–log plot:

α =
d log S
d log ν

, (1)

where S is the flux and ν is the observed frequency.
At the start, during the faint emission period the spec-

tral index is positive, α = 1.56 (Fig. 4a). In terms of gyro-
synchrotron spectra, this value is lower than αthick = 2.9, which
is expected from the optically thick slope from a homogeneous
source (Dulk & Marsh 1982), but it falls inside the limits of
a recent statistical study by Nita et al. (2004), where αthick =
1.79+1.04

−0.53. It is therefore possible that some of this initial faint
emission is gyro-synchrotron in nature and shows a power-law
increase at NRH frequencies. At the time of the extended source
(middle panels of Fig. 2), the slope of the NRH flux density spec-
trum is not clearly identifiable (red dots in Fig. 4b), most likely
because of various bursts within the extended structure, which
is indicative of plasma emission. At this time, it is clear that
there is no longer a clear power-law increase in the spectrum,
and the spectrum looks rather flat at NRH frequencies (red dots
in Fig. 4b). Later, at a time where the bright highly polarised
source is present above the eruption site (Fig. 4c), the NRH spec-
tral index is negative, α = −3.33.

The RSTN flux density spectrum was fitted with a generic
parametric equation for gyro-synchrotron spectra function from
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occurrence of the Type IV radio burst at
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and are fitted with a power-law func-
tion to obtain the spectral index α. The
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Stahli et al. (1989) because it has a characteristic shape of a
gyro-synchrotron spectrum:

S ν = S p

(
ν

νp

)αthick{
1 − exp

[
−

(
ν

νp

)αthin−αthick]}
, (2)

where S ν is the flux density, S p is the peak flux, νp is the peak fre-
quency, αthick is the positive spectral index on the optically thick
side of the spectrum, and αthin is the negative spectral index on
the optically thin side. The flux density spectrum at RSTN fre-
quencies peaks at a frequency of ∼8 GHz, which is close to the
median frequency peak of 6.6 GHz found by Nita et al. (2004).
The optically thick spectral index appears to evolve through time
and initially αthick = 1.32 at 10:41 UT. This value is again lower
than αthick = 2.9, which is expected from the optically thick
slope from a homogeneous source (Dulk & Marsh 1982), but it
falls inside the limits of the statistical study by Nita et al. (2004),
where αthick = 1.79+1.04

−0.53. This value is also close to the pos-
itive spectral index, α = 1.56, at NRH frequencies. We note
that the optically thin spectral index at RSTN frequencies is low,
αthin = −0.73. However, there are only two data points on the
optically thin side of the spectrum, which means that this esti-
mate of the spectral index is less accurate.

After 10:44 UT, the emission becomes brighter (>1000 sfu),
and the optically thick spectral index becomes larger in magni-
tude (αthick >2), at RSTN frequencies. The optically thick spec-
tral index has a value in the range ∼2 for ∼15 min, after which
it decreases in magnitude. Because the RSTN emission peaks
at the same frequency at all times in Fig. 4, the emission most

likely originates from a microwave burst that occurs in the active
region. This is labelled in Fig. 1.

Following the findings presented above, the Type IV burst
was therefore split into two components based on its spectral
and spatial characteristics, which we further describe below.

3.1. First component of the Type IV burst

The first component of the Type IV burst consists of low-
intensity unpolarised emission that forms a bump in the flux
density curve in Fig. 3 between 10:40 and 10:46 UT. The fluxes
reach a value of 120 sfu at the peak of the bump, with the excep-
tion of a few more prominent peaks at 228 and 327 MHz, which
most likely represent individual radio bursts. This bump occurs
before the peak time of the flare and while the CME is expand-
ing in the low corona, before the LASCO C2 field of view is
reached.

The flux density at the time of the first component of the
Type IV burst is shown in more detail in a zoom in Fig. 5a. Here,
the full-disc single-frequency data from 228 MHz to 15.4 GHz
are plotted for the duration of the bump. At the start of this
bump, the flux densities at RSTN frequencies also increase
(Fig. 5a), but the RSTN fluxes remain high when the NRH emis-
sion decreases in flux. We imaged the radio sources at three times
during the bump in Fig. 5b.

The radio source contours suggest that the extended source
on the eastern limb at 10:44 UT consists of two sources: a larger
northern source, and a southern source. We note that the southern
source that is most prominent at 228 MHz is most likely related
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Fig. 5. Panel a: NRH (solid lines) and RSTN (dashed lines) flux densities at individual frequencies from 228 to 15 400 MHz. NRH frequencies
show the bump that represents the first component of the Type IV burst. Panel b: radio sources are plotted as contours at 30% and 70% levels
and at three separate frequencies: 228 (orange), 327 (green), and 445 MHz (purple), and at three different times, 10:41:00 UT (left), 10:42:36 UT
(middle), and 10:44:00 UT (right), denoted by dashed black lines in panel a. The radio contours are overlaid on AIA 211 Å running-difference
images. Panel c: flux density spectra at NRH (red dots) and RSTN (orange triangles) frequencies at the same times as in panel b. The NRH flux
densities were estimated over the northern source denoted Type IV in panel b and it excludes the southern source, which is associated with the
coronal wave that is brighter. NRH fluxes are therefore lower than the RSTN fluxes.

to the 150 MHz source studied by Carley et al. (2013), which
was identified as plasma emission from electrons accelerated by
the CME shock. The 228 MHz southern source is co-spatial with
the 150 MHz source studied by Carley et al. (2013) and moves
in the same direction as the coronal wave (bright front travelling
southwards in Fig. 2 and in the movie accompanying this paper).
We therefore excluded this source from the flux density spectrum
analysis because this source also contributes to the bright bursty
emission at 228 MHz during the bump, which is indicative of
plasma emission. The northern source is fainter and less bursty
than the southern source.

We therefore identify the northern source as the first compo-
nent of the Type IV burst we are interested in because it appears
consistent in location at all three times (for more details, see the

movie accompanying the paper). The large spatial extent of the
radio source at 228 MHz at 10:44 UT is most likely a combi-
nation of the northern and southern source, and possibly other
emissions at higher altitudes. We also note that the 327 and
445 MHz components of the Type IV burst occur at almost the
same spatial location (Figs. 2 and 5b). The lack of frequency sep-
aration with altitude in observations on the solar limb indicates
that this emission was not emitted at the plasma frequency.

Flux density spectra during the bump were computed using
only the flux density of the northern NRH source (Fig. 5c). Until
10:44 UT, there is a clear power-law increase in the NRH data
(red circles). This behaviour is no longer obvious after 10:44 UT,
most likely because the second component of the Type IV burst
started, where the flux density increases at lower frequencies in
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Fig. 5a. This emission most likely peaks above 500 MHz. Above
1000 MHz, the active region microwave burst dominates the
dynamic spectrum (Fig. 1c). At the start of the bump (10:41 UT),
the spectral index of the northern NRH source is 1.95 (Fig. 5c),
which falls inside the limits of the statistical study of gyro-
synchrotron indices by Nita et al. (2004).

The radio sources of the first component of the Type IV
burst are stationary, while the CME is expanding outwards. Sim-
ilar radio sources have been identified before, which remained
stationary behind a filament eruption that was interpreted as
emission from the current sheet, while simultaneously, moving
radio sources were found ahead of the erupting filament, which
was interpreted as a moving Type IV burst (Vršnak et al. 2003).
We first observe stationary gyro-synchrotron sources with loca-
tions coincident with post-eruption flare loops (the dark features
located below the contours of the Type IV sources in Fig. 5b)
and moving radio sources at a later time (the second component
of the Type IV burst). In this case, the stationary radio emission
most likely originates from gyro-synchrotron electrons that are
trapped inside post-eruption flare loops, which remain stationary
following the CME expansion.

The evolution of the spectral index in time (Fig. 6) shows
that the spectral index is initially positive and shows gyro-
synchrotron behaviour, after which it gradually decreases to flat-
ness and then it becomes negative following the appearance of
the second component of the Type IV burst. The first compo-
nent of the Type IV burst shows gyro-synchrotron behaviour
around 10:41 UT, after which it gradually decreases (Fig. 6).
After 10:42 UT, more radio sources appear that contribute to the
overall extended source, which is indicative of plasma emission.
The gradual change in spectral index towards 0 indicates that the
emission mechanism of the Type IV continuum showed changes
over time, which has not been reported before.

3.2. Second component of the Type IV burst

The second component of the Type IV burst consists of high
flux densities and bursty emission in Fig. 3, between 10:45 and
11:10 UT. At 228 MHz, the emission peaks at ∼600 sfu, but at
higher frequencies (>408 MHz), the flux density remains below
100 sfu. The second component is separated from the first by
the very high degree of circular polarisation of up to 80% at
228 MHz and up to 40% at 270 and 298 MHz. The onset of
highly polarised emission suggests that the second component
corresponds to a different radio source with possibly a different

emission mechanism. In addition, the spectral index in Fig. 4c
shows a clear power-law decrease, which is opposite to the spec-
tral behaviour of the first component.

The flux density at the time of the second component of the
Type IV burst is shown in more detail in a zoom in Fig. 7a. Here,
the full-disc single-frequency data from 228 MHz to 15.4 GHz
are plotted for the duration of the burst. The NRH flux densi-
ties appear to have no correlation to the RSTN flux densities in
Fig. 5a, indicating that the RSTN microwave burst is not directly
related to the NRH sources. Images of radio source contours at
three different times show that the radio sources occur above the
eruption site, at a time when the CME expanded beyond a dis-
tance of 2.2 R� from the solar centre and reached the LASCO
field of view (Fig. 7b). The radio sources are plotted as contours
at the 30% and 70% maximum intensity levels and at three sep-
arate frequencies: 228 (orange), 327 (green), and 445 MHz (pur-
ple). The radio sources appear co-spatial at all frequencies and
show an outwards movement from 10:47 to 11:05 UT.

Flux density spectra were computed using the flux densi-
ties of the second component of the Type IV burst source at
three times: 10:47, 10:55 and 11:03 UT, in Fig. 7c. There is a
clear power-law decrease at all times in Fig. 7c, and this trend
remains consistent from 10:47 UT until ∼11:05 UT (Fig. 6).
After 11:05 UT, at 408–445 MHz, the Type IV radio source
emission becomes faint and is comparable in brightness to active
region and quiet-Sun emissions, as it drops below 10 sfu. At
10:47 UT, we estimate a negative spectral index of −1.6 that
also includes contributions from a second source to the north
in Fig. 7b. After 10:49 UT (Fig. 4c), the power-law decrease
becomes clearer because only the Type IV source is present, and
we estimate spectral indices of −3.3 at 10:49 UT and −2.3 at
11:03 UT.

The second component of the Type IV burst shows an out-
ward movement through time at all frequencies. The centroid
locations of the second component of the Type IV burst are
shown in Fig. 8 at 298 MHz. The centroids have been split into
two periods: a stationary period at 10:44:20–10:49:20 (Fig. 8a)
and a moving period at 10:49:20–11:10:00 UT (Fig. 8b). The
centroids are superimposed on an AIA 171 Å running-difference
image in Fig. 8a and on a 174 Å running-difference image
from the Sun Watcher using the Active Pixel System detector
and Image Processing (SWAP; Berghmans et al. 2006) on board
PROBA2 in Fig. 7b. The SWAP image is used to show a larger
field of view, and it has been limb-enhanced to show faint coro-
nal loops beyond the solar limb.

The Type IV burst appears stationary for ∼5 min, but at this
time, other sources are present. It is possible that various radio
sources are superimposed, and we cannot accurately determine
a centroid location. The moving period is characterised by the
radio source moving away from the solar disc, and it starts after
10:49 UT, when the spectral index also shows a clear power-law
decrease that remains consistent over time (Fig. 7). In both pan-
els, the centroids are coincident with a cusp-shaped loop system
that rises to increasing heights with the CME expansion (labelled
in Fig. 8). The cusp-shaped loops are located below the CME
flux rope, as the CME has already expanded high in the corona
(Fig. 7b). It is possible that the Type IV electrons also originate
from an acceleration region at the top of these loops, which is
located below the flux rope. In this case, the electrons would be
accelerated at a reconnecting current sheet that is formed below
the flux rope and above the cusp-shaped loops, but evidence of a
current sheet is not visible in EUV or white-light images. Larger
loops extending to increasing heights (observed in Fig. 8) also
become visible as reconnection processes occur at successively
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Fig. 7. Panel a: NRH (solid lines) and RSTN (dashed lines) flux densities at individual frequencies from 228 to 15 400 MHz. NRH
frequencies show the bursty emission that represents the second component of the Type IV burst. Panel b: radio sources are plotted as con-
tours at 30% and 70% levels and at three separate frequencies: 228 (orange), 327 (green), and 445 MHz (purple), and at three different times,
10:41:00 UT (left), 10:42:36 UT (middle), and 10:44:00 UT (right), denoted by dashed black lines in panel a. The radio contours are overlaid
on AIA 211 Å running-difference images and LASCO C2 running-difference images that show the progression of the CME. Panel c: flux density
spectra at NRH (red dots) and RSTN (orange triangles) frequencies at the same times as in panel b. The NRH flux densities were estimated over
the northern source denoted Type IV in panel b.

greater heights. The outward movement of the centroids in Fig. 8b
and the growth of the flare loop system is consistent with a
reconnecting current sheet that accelerates electrons, where the
reconnection sites move higher and higher up along the current
sheet (for a review, see Forbes et al. 2006). Radio sources related
to a reconnecting current sheet have previously been reported
before by Kliem et al. (2000); Vršnak et al. (2003); Karlický et al.
(2005) and Démoulin et al. (2012). The radio sources and the
growth of the cusp-shaped loop system also have similar outward
speeds of 257 and 267 km s−1, respectively.

The high brightness temperature (>108 K in Fig. 2) and high
degree of circular polarisation (up to 80% circularly polarised
Fig. 3) of the second component of the Type IV burst sug-
gest a coherent emission mechanism, unlike for the first compo-
nent. Bain et al. (2014) observed a polarised Type IV burst with

similar spectral indices, which they identified as gyro-synchrotron
emission in the CME core. However, the Type IV burst studied by
Bain et al. (2014) is located high in the corona at locations coinci-
dent with the CME core and is less strongly polarised, as expected
for gyro-synchrotron emission with large viewing angles relative
to the magnetic field (Dulk & Marsh 1982). The Type IV burst pre-
sented here is unlike the burst studied by Bain et al. (2014), and it
is most likely emitted by a coherent emission mechanism such as
plasma emission or the electron cyclotron maser (ECM), which is
further discussed in the next section.

4. Discussion

Following the results outlined in the previous section, we have
shown that a Type IV continuum, observed during the flare/CME
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Fig. 8. Moving Type IV centroids at 298 MHz split into two phases: a stationary phase (panel a) and a moving phase (panel b). The centroids are
overlaid on AIA 171 Å (panel a) and SWAP 174 Å (panel b) running-difference images that show the expansion of coronal loops in the negative
x-direction behind the CME. The movement of the radio sources in panel b is coincident with the outward growth of the cusp-shaped loop system.

event on 22 September 2011, has an emission mechanism that
changes over time. The Type IV burst consists of at least two
components with different characteristics.

Based on our analysis, we suggest that the first component of
the Type IV burst starts as gyro-synchrotron emission from elec-
trons that are trapped inside post-eruption flare loops. However,
the overall emission mechanism changes to plasma emission
over time as a result of the appearance of several sources that
contribute to the extended structure. The overall source size at
10:44 UT is unusually large, and it is most likely composed of at
least three separate radio sources. The spectral index of the first
component of the Type IV burst initially shows gyro-synchrotron
behaviour and later gradually flattens. A flattening of the opti-
cally thick spectral index of gyro-synchrotron emission could
be explained by a decrease in the ambient electron density, see
Belkora (1996). Higher-frequency spectral information is neces-
sary to confirm if the emission mechanism of the Type IV burst
also changes over a wider frequency range with time. The avail-
ability of flux-calibrated spectra or images at higher frequencies
(>450 MHz), would also allow for the construction of a com-
plete gyro-synchrotron spectrum and determine if there are gyro-
synchrotron emission components inside the CME.

We found that the second component of the Type IV burst is
a moving Type IV radio burst with consistently negative spectral
indices over time, emitted by a coherent emission mechanism.
We investigate two scenarios below: plasma emission, and ECM.

The high brightness temperature of the moving Type IV
burst and the high degree of circular polarisation are indica-
tive of fundamental plasma emission (Robinson 1978; Melrose
2009). However, the radio burst does not show a spatial sepa-
ration of radio sources with frequency and it travels upwards in
the corona. The location of the centroids of the radio sources is
coincident with a set of cusp-shaped coronal loops, most likely
located below a reconnecting current sheet at the wake of the
erupting CME flux rope. If acceleration does indeed occur at
the loop tops and below a current sheet, this emission would be

caused by downward-travelling electrons. The outward move-
ment of the centroids is consistent with the reconnection sites
moving higher and higher up along the current sheet. This
behaviour has been reported by Démoulin et al. (2012) in the
case of radio emission, and has also been observed in EUV
images of downflows (Savage & McKenzie 2011). Fundamen-
tal plasma emission could be generated if the electrons were
accelerated down the legs of larger and larger loops in the cusp-
shaped loop system. However, in this case, we expect a spatial
separation of radio sources outwards from the solar limb with
decreasing frequency, which is not observed here.

Owing to the lack of radio source separation at different
frequencies and the unusual spectral indices, it is necessary to
investigate the possibility of ECM at the emission site. Proper-
ties indicative of ECM emission are the power-law decrease in
the flux density spectra and the high degree of circular polarisa-
tion after 10:49 UT (Winglee 1985; Liu et al. 2018). Liu et al.
(2018) observed a stationary Type IV radio burst with sim-
ilar spectral indices (α ≈ −3) consistent through time, and
concluded that the most likely emission mechanism to satisfy
the observed spectral properties of the Type IV burst is ECM.
However, no details were presented regarding the origin of
accelerated electrons and the presence of an anisotropic elec-
tron pitch-angle distribution for ECM to occur. On the Sun,
it is believed that decimetric spikes are a good example of
ECM emission, and they appear as clusters of short-duration,
narrow-band structures in dynamic spectra (for a review, see
Fleishman & Mel’nikov 1998). Fleishman et al. (2003) observed
spike emission related to the optically thick gyro-synchrotron
continuum at GHz frequencies and provided evidence that the
trapped electrons producing the gyrosynchrotron emission also
have an anisotropic pitch-angle distribution. The flux profiles of
the Type IV burst at 228 MHz show bursty features, and some
of these features have a full-width at half-maximum (FWHM)
duration of <0.5 s, some 20–30 sfu above the background level
(denoted by the black arrows in Fig. 7a). Some of these features
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are possibly narrow-band features because they are not observed
in the flux profiles at 170 or 270 MHz. Such features are also
distinguishable at higher frequencies, but unfortunately, the tem-
poral resolution of the NRH data is 0.25 s. Spikes or finely
structured bursts could make up the continuum emission that is
observed as the moving Type IV burst.

While the moving Type IV burst in this study shows some
narrow-band, short-duration structures, these features occur
at metric wavelengths and lower frequencies, where plasma
emission is believed to be the dominant emission mechanism.
Metric spikes have indeed been observed at the starting fre-
quency of Type III bursts, but they are believed to be unrelated to
decimetric spikes, and are therefore emitted by the plasma emis-
sion mechanism (Benz et al. 1982, 1996). However, the short-
duration features observed here do not occur simultaneously
with Type III radio bursts and are superimposed on the Type IV
continuum in the dynamic spectrum. There still remains the
question of whether ECM emission is possible at the frequen-
cies and heights of the moving Type IV burst studied here.

The main requirement for ECM is that the plasma frequency
ωp is lower than the electron cyclotron frequency Ωe (Melrose
1991), where

ωp =

√
nee2

meε0
, (3)

and

Ωe =
eB
me
· (4)

Here, ne is the electron plasma density, B is the magnetic
field strength, and the remaining quantities are known physi-
cal constants. Régnier (2015) and Morosan et al. (2016) have
shown that this condition can be satisfied in the core of active
regions where the magnetic field strength is high. Morosan et al.
(2016) showed that ECM is a viable emission mechanism at
heights below 1.1 R� and frequencies >500 MHz for a ratio of
ωp/Ωe = 1. The moving Type IV burst presented here starts its
outward movement at 1.15 R�, higher than the heights predicted
by Régnier (2015) and Morosan et al. (2016). Stupp (2000) pro-
posed that the ratio ωp/Ωe can be as high as 2 for o- and x-mode
emission, in which case it is possible for ECM to occur at greater
heights in the corona.

For ECM to occur, we also require an anisotropic elec-
tron pitch-angle distribution. A way to achieve this is through
a loss-cone instability, following magnetically mirrored elec-
trons. However, the sources are located high up in the corona
(>1.15 R�), below a current sheet or reconnection region, where
it is hard to envision how magnetic mirroring would occur. A
loss-cone is expected to occur instead above coronal footpoints.

A scenario that may explain ECM emission high in the
corona was proposed by Treumann & Baumjohann (2017),
where ECM can occur during spontaneous magnetic reconnec-
tion in narrow current sheets with a guide-field aligned current
(i.e. the electric current in the direction of the magnetic field).
Simulations show that magnetic reconnection in 2D, with a guide
magnetic field perpendicular to the reconnection plane, pro-
duces asymmetric electron depletion and electron accumulation
regions (exhausts), at each of the outflow regions at the recon-
nection X-point (Le et al. 2010). The exhausts have properties
relevant to the emission of ECM because they consist of electron
depleted regions, which satisfy the condition ωp < Ωe, and with
electron momentum distribution functions with steep perpen-
dicular momentum space gradients (Treumann & Baumjohann

2017). The steep perpendicular momentum space gradients
of the electron distribution function represent the free-energy
source for ECM generation. Under strong guide-field condi-
tions, the ECM emission is also predicted to be quite intense.
The scenario proposed by Treumann & Baumjohann (2017)
suits our observations well since the signatures of accelerated
electrons occur close to a possible reconnection region (the
cusp-shaped loop system). Simulations of current sheets with
a guide field in the solar corona have been shown to pro-
duce a flux rope (Edmondson & Lynch 2017), and following
the flux rope eruption, reconnection at the current sheet might
produce ECM emission in the exhaust region, as outlined in
Treumann & Baumjohann (2017).

The ECM scenario proposed above appears to suit our obser-
vations best, but we cannot present any conclusive evidence for
either ECM or plasma emission. A statistical study of Type IV
bursts accompanying CMEs could help better identify the pos-
sible emission mechanisms of Type IV bursts based on their
observed properties. Such a study is necessary to determine
whether ECM could be a likely emission mechanism for a larger
number of Type IV bursts, especially bursts that do not show
radio source spatial separation with frequency for limb events.

5. Conclusion

The flare and CME on 22 September 2011 were accompanied by
numerous radio bursts, including a prominent Type IV emission
that showed both stationary and moving components. Most inter-
estingly, the emission mechanism of the observed Type IV burst
was found to change with time from showing gyro-synchrotron
behaviour to plasma or ECM emission, which has not been
reported before.

Our analysis of the Type IV radio burst highlights the neces-
sity of instruments capable of high-frequency and temporal res-
olution spectroscopy to complement the imaging capabilities
of the NRH and instruments capable of imaging above the
NRH frequency range. The Expanded Owens Valley Solar Array
(EOVSA) is currently capable of such observations, but it is lim-
ited to higher frequency ranges of 1–18 GHz. Other instruments
are now available at lower frequencies (<300 MHz), such as the
Low Frequency Array (LOFAR) and the Murchinson Widefield
Array (MWA), but there is still a need to provide imaging spec-
troscopy with high resolution at frequencies between 400 and
1000 MHz. These instruments would provide the possibility of
answering outstanding questions on the emission mechanisms of
Type IV radio bursts and their potential in estimating CME mag-
netic fields for space weather purposes. Lastly, ECM emission,
if indeed present high in the corona below eruptions, could also
be used as an indicator of current sheets in future observations.
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